INTRODUCTION
One of the simplest, most elementary and most elegant results in the theory of partition identities is Euler's striking observation [7] :
THEOREM.
The number of partitions of n into distinct parts equals the number of partitions of n into odd parts.
Euler noted that this result follows immediately from the identity S(q)= fi (1 +qnkgl (l-&. n=l (1.1)
We have designated this function S(q) to follow notation used by Ramanujan. Over the years there have been refinements of Euler's theorem due to Glaisher [lo], Sylvester [13] and Fine [8] . These refinements have been studied extensively in the literature [l, 2, 5, 11, 121. In this paper we shall discuss two identities from Ramanujan's "Lost" Notebook which may be seen as closely related to Euler's result although not strictly generalizations of it. Besides S(q) they also involve D(q) the generating function for partitions of n into indistinct parts (i.e., the number of divisors of n). Namely
chosen to make our
It is easy to derive elementary means that R(q) is the generating function for the difference between the number of partitions of n into distinct parts with even rank minus the number of partitions of n into distinct parts with odd rank. The rank of a partition is the largest part minus the number of parts.
The identities given by Ramanujan are =Sw(q2~+;R(d.
A subsidiary identity attached to these by Ramanujan is m (1.4h
In Section 2 we shall discuss the combinatorics of (1.4),-( 1.6)R, and shall present some open questions on this subject. Since (1.6), is easily handled combinatorially we prove it in Section 2 also. In Section 3 we provide proofs of (1. In light of the many surprises contained in Ramanujan's "Lost" Notebook it is reasonable that intriguing results like (1.4) and (1.5) are indirectly corollaries of the elegant (1.8).
THE COMBINATORICS
The function R(q) is our starting point. Recall the concept, introduced by Dyson [6] , of the rank of a partition: the largest part minus the number of parts. For convention in our work we shall assume that the empty partition of 0 has even rank.
Let r(m, n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct parts with rank m.
Then the elementary theory of partitions [3, Chaps. 1,2] immediately reveals two forms for the resulting generating function:
. n=l (2.1) Setting t = -1 in (2.1) we immediately obtain (1.6), and we also see that Z?(q) is the generating function for the excess of partitions of n into distinct parts with even rank over those with odd rank.
We note in passing that the coefficients of R(q) are integers which do not grow very fast in absolute value. In fact R(q)=1+q-qz+2q3-2q4+q5+q'-2q* + 2q'O + . . . + 4q45 + . . . + 6qlmg + . . . + 8q3288 + . . . , (2.2) the terms beyond q" show the first appearances of coefficients in absolute value as large as 4, 6 and 8, respectively.
Let us turn now to (1.4) and (1.5). The infinite series on the left side of (1.4) has as its nth term the infinite product S(q)= fi (l+q") m=l from which is subtracted the nth partial product:
&l(q)= ir (1+4").
??I=1
Note that S(q) is the generating function for partitions with distinct parts while S,(q) is the generating function for partitions with distinct parts each <n. Hence jJo (S(q) -S,(q)) is the generating function for a weighted count of partitions with distinct parts; namely each partition with distinct parts and largest part k is counted k times by this series. Thus clearly "to (S(q)-&l(q)) = f nq"(l+q)(l+q2)"(1+qn-1).
(2.3) n=l
If we turn to (1.5) and recall that also then we see in the same way that (2.4) is the generating function for a weighted count of partitions with odd parts; namely each partition with odd parts and largest parts 2k + 1 is counted k times by this series.
The assertion of (1.4) is that the above described weighted count of partitions with distinct parts is almost equal to the product of the generating functions S(q) and D(q); the error involved is the series jR(q) whose coefficients below q5000 are all ~4 in absolute value.
Of course D(q*) is the generating function for partitions into nondistinct even parts. Thus (1.5) asserts that our weighted count of partitions with odd parts is almost equal to the product of the generating functions S(q) and D(q2) with again fR(q) as error.
To emphasize the comparative size of the coefficients involved we list the first 20 terms of each series: Nq)=1+q-2q2+2q3-2q4+qS+q7-2q*+2q'0-q'2 -2q13 + 2q14 + q15 -zq17 + zq18 -~~19 + . . . Thus our assertion about $R(q) being the "error" term is explained by the various sizes of coefficients in (2.5)-(2.9). The most natural combinatorial question that arises here is this: Can a "near bijection" be provided between the weighted counts of partitions given by the left sides of (1.4) and (1.5) and the convolution of partition functions generated by S(q) D(q) for (1.4) and S(q) D(q2) for (1.5). The term "near bijection" means that a few cases would not fit into the proposed mapping and these cases would account for the error term R(q). This is, of course, the way in which F. Franklin proved Euler's Pentagonal Number Theorem combinatorially [9] .
3. hOOFS OF (1.4) AND (1.5)
Our main idea is to represent each side of (1.4) and (1.5) as a derivative. To make our arguments smoother we make a few intitial observations and conventions.
We define a differential operator E by We can now begin our treatment of (1.4). Thus (1.4) is established.
We turn now to (1.5). Using (2.4), we see that (1.5) is equivalent to (3.8) and, of course, by (2.3) the already proved (1.4) is equivalent to "~~(-q).r"i'(n+l)=S(q)Do)+fR(q). (3.9)
If we eliminate $R(q) from both of (3.8) and (3.9), we need only prove ~~(q~~~)~~~+s (4) (3.17) and this immediately reduces to the desired (3.10). Therefore (1.5) is established.
CONCLUSION
We have confined this paper to these two results of Ramanujan for three reasons. First, the differentiation technique does not appear to be applicable to any other results in the "Lost" Notebook. Second we wish to emphasize the combinatorial possibilities of studying weighted counts of partitions such as those related to (2.3) and (2.4). Finally we find the slowness of growth of the coefficients of R(q) intriguing; what can be said about the size of these coefficients through either analytic or combinatorial means. Presumably these coefficients have + co as their upper limit in absolute value; apparently infinitely many are zero. Apart from the results given in this paper, I know of no other results on R(q).
